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Mora clipping of loanwords in Japanese
Mark Irwin
Yamagata University
Loanwords in Japanese undergo a variety of truncation processes, including mora-clipping.
Mora-clipping can itself be subdivided ioto back- (e.g. cokoreeto > coko 'chocolate'), fore- (wall;sll >
nislI 'varnish') and mid-clipping (mol'ultine > l/Iohi 'morphine'). Although back-clipping is the
unmarked process, this paper seeks to answer a major issue as yet unresolved in the literature: at

which mora are hack-, fore- and mid-clippings typically clipped, and why? Although previous studies
have claimed that syllable stmcture plays amajor role, many exceptions remain unexplained.
Areas of interest: loanword phonology, tlUocatioo, mora, syllable

1. Introduction
Truucation, or compression, is common cross-linguistically. In Japanese it occurs most frequently in the
goiraigo stratum' aud takes many forIDS. These can be broadly divided into three types:
(I) mora clipping

compound reduction
Roman alphabet acronyms
While mora clipping may be found with any word form, compound reduction and Roman alphabet
acronyms are restricted to compounds. All three types of truncation are summarized in Table I (taken
from Irwin 2011: 130), where the gail'Oigo componnd koNbinieNsusutoa 'convenience store' serves as
input.

'Japanese exhibits lexical stratification. Native, mimetic, Sino-Japanese and foreign (gairaigo) strata are all well established,
with most scholars acknowledging the existence of three (e.g. Martin 1952, Gottlieb 2005) or four (e.g. McCawley 1968,
Vance 1987) of these layers. A few scholars (e.g. Rice 1997, Gta 2004) are sceptical as to the existence of lexical
stratification in Japanese at all. Rather than models based on lexical strata, It6 & Mester (1995, 1999), as well as Fukuzawa,
Kitahara & Ota (1998), Fukuzawa & Kitahara(2005), have posited core-periphery models. Gairaigo may be grossly defined
as the residue after native, Sino-Japanese and mimetic words have been removed from the lexicon. But as a definition this is
insufficient. In this paper, I adopt Irwin's (2011: 10) definition:
A gairaigo is a foreign word which has undergone adaptation to Japanese phonology, has been borrowed
into Japanese after the mid~161h century and whose meaning is, or has been, intelligible to the general
speech community.
I posit no specific date before which aword C3llliot be a gairaigo, but rather the broad "mid-16 1h century". This corresponds to
the first Japanese contact with European languages. Under my definition, gairaigo include Chinese and Korean words
borrowed since this time but exclude all borrowings prior, i.e. early Korean and Chinese loans as well as some others, such as
raQko 'sea otter' from Ainu rakko. Any word borrowed from Chinese before the mid.16th century, along with all kal/go
yakugo ~mWmt, I consider Sino-Japanese; any borrowed thereafter gairaigo. Under my definition, orthography plays no
role.
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Table I. Gairaigo truncation processes (from Irwin 2011: 130)
TRUNCATION
back~c1ipping

INPUT

kONbillieNsusutoa
koNbinieNsuslItoa

OUTPUT

FOUND

11

koNbini
kONbi

X

etc...
MORA
CLIPPING

fore-clipping

koNbinieNsusutoa
koNbinieNslfsutofl

mid-clipping

koNbillieNslIsutoa
koNbinieNsusutoa

compound clipping

koNbinieNsu+stltoa
koNbinieNsu+Stltoa

I toa
I sutoa

I
I

etc".
koNnisll
koNeNtoa

X

'"

I
I

X
X

I

'X"

etc...

I

etc ...

COMPOUND
REDUCTION

I kONSl/to
I koNsu

ellipsis
I Dortmanteau formation

ROMAN ALPHABET ACRONYMS

koNbinieNsu+sllfoa
kONbillieNsu+slltoa
koNbinieNsu+sutoa

sl/toa
koNbinieNsl/
kONa

convenience store

siiesu «CS»

'X"
X
X

If a word undergoes truncation, it is typically found in one truncated form only; if a number of truncated
forms exist, then usage heavily favours only one of them. In the case of koNbinieNsusutoa in Table I,
although the back-clipped form koNbini is found with overwhelming frequency (11), truncated forms may
also occasionally (@) be found which undergo fore-clipping, compound clipping, ellipsis, etc. A
truncated form (e.g. the back-clipped kONbtm) may undergo finther truncation (e.g. to fore-clipped bini)
and even snbsequent verbalization (e.g. bintru 'go to a convenience store'). A cross (X) in the rightrnost
column of Table 1 does not indicate that a truncated form is non-existant, rather that the author is
unaware of one. Truncation processes are highly fluid and often confined to jargon, slang, youth speech
and dialect. None of the truncation processes shown in Table I are restricted to gairaigo, although they
occur a great deal more commonly in this stratum.
A number of questions regarding truncation processes in Japanese remain unanswered. In this
paper, the author will focus on mora clipping only and attempt to answer the following questions. Of
those gatraigo that undergo mora clipping, what proportion undergo back-, fore- and mid-clipping? At
which mora (~) are back-, fore- and mid-clippings typically clipped, and why?
To this end, the author has compiled a mora clipping database, henceforth refelTed to as the
"MCD". All 334 MCD tokens appear as either an enlly (or as a redirection to an entry) in the Wikipedia
Japan pages posted during 2009 or 2010, and/or in at least one ofthe following 11 dictionaries: Umegaki
(1956), Arakawa (1977), JKS (1977, 2003, 2010), Maruyama et al. (1992), Yonekawa (1997), GJH
(2001), Watanabe et al. (2003), Shinmura (2008), SSDH (2010). Mora clippings that undergo vowel
lengthening (e.g. kemii from kemikal'lijiiNzu 'chemical-washed jeans') or mora obstruent insertion (e.g.
teQku from tekuntkaruseNtaa 'driving school practice ground') are omitted from the MCD. Also omitted
are borrowed clippings and potential borrowed clippings, e.g. iNtoro 'intro', basu 'bus', neQto
'(inter)net', demo 'demo', aNpu 'amp',furaNku 'fi·anlc(fut1er)', maiku 'mic', etc., all from English.
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2. Mora clipping: Astatistical analysis
The primaty motivation behind mora clipping (and truncation processes in general) is the above-average
word length of gairaigo compared to the Japanese lexicon as a whole. This is brought about, in particular,
byepenthesis.' The more moras a gairaigo contains, the more likely it is to nndergo mora clipping. Jn a
survey of 6,249 loanwords, Kanno (1985: 56-57) found that, while approximately 35% and 25% of 11~
and 1O~ gairaigo have clipped forms,' the propOltions fall to 10%, 7% and 3% for 5~, 4~ and 3~
gairaigo, respectively.
Mora clipping in loanwords can be divided into three categories: back-clipping (apocope, §2.1),
fore-clipping (aphaeresis, §2.2) and mid-clipping (syncope, §2.3). The first of these clipping processes,
back-clipping, is, by a considerable margin, the dominant one. In the MCD, the back-fare-mid ratio is
86:8:6. The motivation for a given gairaigo to either back-, fore- or mid-clip remains obscure, however,
and here further research is required.
2.1. Back-clipping
In back-clipping, the latter portion of a gairaigo is clipped and only the first two (2), three (3), four (4) or,
occasionally, five moras (5) retained. Analysis of the MCD shows a robust correlation between the
length of a gairaigo full form and the length of its back-clipping (correlation coefficient ~ 0.99): those
gairaigo back-clipped to 2~ possess full forms which have, on average, 5.1~; those back-clipped to 3~,
full forms with 6.6~; those back-clipped to 4p, 7.6p; and those clipped to 5p, 9.5~.
Retention of the first two moras - bbnoraic back-clipping - is slightly preferred, making up 41%
(118/286) of the back-clipped forms in the MCD, while trimoraic and quadrimoraic back-clipping
account for 33% (94/286) and 24% (70/286), respectively. Ito (1990: 217) claims that, except for a vmy
few written abbreviations whose status is questionable, monomoraic back-clippings are impermissible,
as are those composed of 5~ or more. While there are no 1~ back-clippings in the MCD, there are four
examples (I %) with 5p, as shown in (5)4
(2)

Eng. operation
Eng. strike
Eng. character
Gel'. Seminal'
Eng. mistake
Fr. mayonnaise
Fr. millimetre
Eng. husband
Eng. (cash) register
Eng, ecoiogy

opereesoN
sutoraiki
Iryarakutaa
zeminaaru
misuteeku
mayoneezu
mil'imeetoru
hazubaNdo
I'ejisutaa
ekorojii

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

ope
suto
kyara
zemi
misu
mayo
mid
bazu
reji
eko

'operation'
'(labour) stdke'
'(cartoon, etc.) character'
'seminar'
'error, slip, mistake'
'mayonnaise'
'millimetre'
'husband'
'till, cash register'
'green, eco-friendly'

2 In the context of contact linguistics, epenthesis refers to the insertion of additional phonemes by the borrowing language. In
the case of Japanese, this can be further subdivided into vowel epenthesis and epenthesis of the mora obstruent IQI. Thus,
supuriQfo 'split (in bowling)' contains three epenthetic vowels and one epenthetic IQI (all highlighted in bold) ~ a single
English syllable has been adapted to five moras (or four syllables) in Japanese.
3 Although Kanno makes no distinction between mOTa clipping and compound clipping (see Table I) in his statistics, they still
serve as auseful indicator ofthe relationship between length and truncation processes in general.
4 The last of these, first attested in 1779 (Arakawa 1977), is now obsolete. The first two have English sources ending in the
morpheme ment. It is possible to view the process at work with these two loans a~ morphological reduction (during adaptation
donor words are typically shorn of native morphology), in this case deletion of the ment morpheme. This means that,
synchronically, there would only be one example ofa 51-l back-clipping, koNseNfo.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Ru. KaMnaHlUI

Eng. permanenl (wave)
Fr. centimetre
Eng. MacDonald's
Eng. componenl
Gel'. Impolenz
Eng. punclure
Fr. eslhetique
Eng. animation
Eng. supplement
Eng. euealyplus
Eng. aeceleralor
Ru. HHTeJlnHreHl.J;HR
Eng. inflation
Eng. illustration
Eng. rehabilitation
Eng. conservative
Eng. asparagus
Eng, extension
Eng. l'estructw';ng
Eng. concentric plug
Eng. co/npa/tment
Eng. appoinlment
Du. elektrieiteit

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
iNfureesoN
>
irasntoreesON
>
rihabil'iteesoN
>
IlONsabatibu
>
asuparagasu
>
e)msllteNsoN
risutorakucuariNgu >
IlONseNtoriokupuragu>
>
koNpaatomeNto
>
apoiNtomeNto
ereldtel'useeriteeto >

IlaNpania
paamaneNto
seNcimeetoru
makudonarudo
koNpoNento
iNpoteNcu
paNkucaa
esutetioku
animeesoN
sapUl'imeNta
yuulmrlputasu
akuscl'ureetaa
iNterigeNca

kaNpa
paama
seNci

makudo'
kONpO
iNpo
paNku

'fund~l'aising campaign'
'perm'
'centimetre'
'MacDonald's'
'component'

'impotence'
'puncture'

esute

'beauty care/salon'

anime
sapuri
yuukari
akuseru
iNteri
iNfure
irasuto
rihabiri
koNsaba
asupara
ekusute
risutora
kONseNto
kONpaato
apoiNto
erekiteru

'caltoon'
'vitamin supplement'
'eucalyptus'
'throttle, gas'
'intellectual'

'inflation'
'illustration'
'(medical) rehabilitation'
'conservative'
'asparagus'
'(hair) extension'
'downsizing'
'plug, socket, outlet'
'compat1ment'
'appointment'
'electricity'

Analyses by Ito (1990), Ito & Mester (1992) and Labrune (2002) have demonstrated that the
patterns of back-clipping which arise in forms such as those in (2)-(5) are governed by patterns of light
(a) and heavy (a) syllables.' To an overwhelming degree, the output of the back-clipping process is
restricted to five forms: aa, aaa, aaM, aa and aaa. Thus, heavy syllables are typically confined to
initial position in 3~ (aa) and 4~ (aaa) forms: e.g. (3) kaNpa, paama, seNCi, etc.; (4) yuukari, iNteri,
iNfilre, etc. Back-clippings consisting of a single heavy syllable (e.g. *kaN, *paa, *seN, *yuu, *iN, etc.) or
ending in a heavy syllable (e.g. *animee, *koNseN, etc.) are generally not tolerated.
Table 2 shows that the MeD corroborates previous research. A full 94% (264/282) of
back-clippings' are of the form M, aaa, aaaa, aa or aaa: 97% of 2~, 98% of 3~ and 81% of 4~
back-clippings. Common exceptions include paareNteeze > paareN (aa) 'parenthesis' and pllrezeNteesoN
> purezeN (aaa) 'oral presentation', as well as loans ending in -meNlo <-- Eng. -menl. These include
depaato and apaato < depaatomeNto and apaalomeNlo <-- Eng. department store and aparlmenl. If,

5 Used

mainly in the Kansai region. In Kant5, the typical truncation is maQku. Here, acompound - biQgu+maQku 'Big Mac',
mOQkuHeeku 'McShake' or the Iike- has undergone ellipsis (see Table 1).
6 Light syllables are monomoraic and are of the form (C)(G) V, where the optional onset Cis aconsonant, the optional glide G
an approximant, and Va vowel. Heavy syllables are bimoraic and of the fonn (C)(G)VV, (C)(G)VQ or (C)(G)VN, where Q is
the mora obstruent and Nthe mora nasaL 'Heavy' syllables may also be teoned 'long'. Issues relating to syllable division in
the case of certain vowel combinations, as well as issues of accent placement, mean that the question of what constitutes a
heavy syllable is complex. See Vance (2008: 131·138) for auseful overview ofthe difficulties.
7 Ignoring the four problematic 51l back-clippings listed in (5).
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rather than back·clipping, the patterns found in these loans are viewed as morphological reduction," Le.
deletion ofthe English morpheme ment, then these exceptions are eradicated.
Table 2. Preferred syllable formations for back·clippings
SYLLABLE
FORMATION

BACK·CLIPPING TYPE

TOTAL

Since aa, aaa and aaaa are all permissible outputs fmm back·clipping, what is the motivation
behind a loanword such as (4) ailiiilcra okuserureelaa hack·clipping to aaoa akuseru, rather than the
similarly permissihle ooa 'akuse or ilii *aku? Since hoth ao and aaa are permissible outputs, what is the
motivation hehind a loanword such as (4) ailiiaa iNlerigeNca hack·clipping to aaa iNleri, rather than to
ao *iNte? The answer would appear to he found in Lahrune's (2002: 106) claim that, hy and large,
loanwords are back·clipped directly hefore the ~9 as illustrated in (6). After back·clipping,
the location ofthe accent may shift, or the clipped form may hecome unaccented.
(6)

Eng. accelerator
Ru. MHTennnreHl.J.MlI
Eng. symposium
Eng. terrorism

aaaG...
aaa...
craa...
aaaa...

akuse~taa

iNteri •. Nea
siNpO umu
terollzumu

> aaaa
> craa
> ocr
> aa

Mkuseru 'throttle, gas'
iNteri 'intellectual'
'symposium'
'terrorism'

t~o

Of course, Labrune's claim does not apply in cases where a gairaigo is unaccented. Nor, since
hack-clippings composed of more than 5~ are illicit, does it apply in cases where a gairaigo is accented
7~ or further fmm the heginning of a word. The output of hack-clipped gairaigo accented on the first or
second mora is governed hy rules different fmm those in (6). Since l~ back-clippings are illicit, those
accented on the first or second mora will, according to Labrune, have a 2~ output. This is illustrated in
(7). If, however, such a gairaigo hegins in a heavy syllable, then a 2~ outf,ut is blocked by Labrune's
consh'aint against back-clippings consisting of a single heavy syllable. 0 Thus, Labrune claims, a
8 See also

footnote 4.
patterns are, in all cases, those of Tokyo Japanese. In the small number of cases where a full fonn has two or more
possible accent patterns, the most common is employed for the analysis here and below. Accent data is taken from NHK
(1998) and Kindaichi and Akinaga (2010). Where afull form is listed in neither of these dictionaries, I use the judgment of a
native speaker of Tokyo Japanese, MoritaMitsuhiro, for whose help I am most grateful.
10 There are, in fact, four single heavy syllable back-clippings in the MeD. Labrune bases her claim~ on her own database.
9 Accent
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gairaiga accented on its initial mora and beginning in a heavy syllable ll will be clipped to 3~. This is
illustrated in (8). Here, the consh·aint against 1~ back-clippings disallows 'ka and 'me, while the
constraint against single heavy syllable back-clippings rules against 'kaa and 'meN.
(7)
(8)

Eng·festivai
Eng. ecology
Eng. cardigan
Eng. maintenance

0-...
0-...
cr...
cr...

r~

i

>
>
• rDJIl
adegaN
>
. tenaNsu >

.

'festival
'green, eco-friendly'
'cardigan'
'maintenance'
l

~de

. te

There are, nevertheless, a significant number of exceptions to Labrune's claims. Table 3 shows
the back-clipping output for full forms accented on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth mora (a total of 188
tokens, or 66% of all back-clippings in the MCD). For those full forms accented on the third, fOlllth and
fifth mora, only 63%, 61% and 57%, respectively, are clipped at the juncture (shaded in the table)
proposed by Labrune's model. For those full forms accented on the sixth mora, none is back-clipped to
the expected 5~, the majority (73%, 8/11) being back-clipped to 4~.
Table 3. Back-clipping output for full forms accented on third to sixth mora
LOCATION
OF
ACCENT
3~
4~
5~
6~

NUMBER OF

FULL

LENGTH OF BACK-CLIPPING

FORMS

72
70
35
11

2u

3u

4u

5u

45
8
6
1

18
43
9
2

8
19
20
8

0
0
0

I

% FULFILLING
LABRUNE'S
CLAIMS

63%
61%
57%
0%

Meanwhile, Table 4 shows the back'clipping output for those full forms accented on the first
mora, as well as those accented on the second mora and beginning in two light syllables (a total of 69
tokens, or 24% of all back-clippings in the MCD)." Here, Labrune's claims are more robust: in total,
83% ofrelevant full forms are clipped at the juncture (shaded in the table) proposed by her model.

Words accented on the second mora and beginning in aheavy syllable do not exist.
in the MeD are unaccented (3%); accented on the second mora and beginning (fa, about which
Labrune makes no claims (1%); or accented seven moras or further from the beginning ofthe word (6%).
11

12 The remainder oftokens
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Table 4: Back-clipping output for full forms accented on first and second mora
NUMBER OF
LOCATION
LENGTH
INITIAL
FULL
OF
BACK-CLIPPING
SYLLABLE(S)
FORMS
ACCENT
2u 3u 4u
30
26 3
I
I~
a...
11
3
7
I
lu
cr...
28
24 4
0
aO'...
2~

OF

5u
0
0
0

% FULFILLING
LABRUNE'S
CLAIMS
87%
64%
86%

Labrune contends (opus clt.: 111-114) that exceptions can be largely explained by consh'aints
against the back-clipped output ending in an epenthetic vowel (9a) and, to a lesser extent, an IrV! mora
(9b). In (9a), the expected back-clipping *iNjil is not found, Labrune claims, because the Iu! is epenthetic.
Note, however, that the attested form iNjure ends in an IrVI mora, which she also claims is avoided. With
(9b), the accent on the second mora, together with the fact that the initial syllable is light, mean that we
expect the bimoraic back-clipping *Jura (cf. 7). This is not found, Labrune maintains, because of the
avoidance of a final IrV! mora.
(9)a. Eng. injlation iNfulesoN
b. Eng.ft·action fulkusON

>

>

iNfure (*iNfu)
furaku (*fura)

'inflation'
'fraction'

Table 5: Analysis ofexceptions to Labrune's claims concerning location of back-clipping
NUMBER OF
EXPLANATION
LOCATION EXCEPTIONS
final
final
OF
TO
epenthetic IrV!
both
ACCENT
LABRUNE'S
vowel
mora
CLAIMS
I
0
3
8
I~
2
0
0
2~
4
5
8
2
27
3~
3
I
11
27
4~
4
3
0
15
5~
3
2
0
11
6~
26
19
3
Total
92

none

%
EXPLICABLE

4
2
12
12
8
6
44

50%
50%
56%
56%
47%
45%
52%

Table 5 is an analysis of the exceptions to Labrune's claims - just over half (52%, 44/92) of the
exceptions to her claims are explicable. However, moras containing an epenthetic vowel or an IrVI mora
are not uncommon amongst gairaigo. Ofthe 92 exceptions to Labrune's claims, 26 (28%) are explicable
via the epenthetic vowel consh'aint, 19 (21%) via the IrVI mora constraint and 3 (3%) via both these
constraints. In a random sample 13 of the back-clipped forms in the MeD, 26% (24/92) of syllables had
an epenthetic vowe~ 9% ofsyllables (8/92) contained an ItVI mora, while 3% of syllables (3/92) showed
both these consh'aints: i.e. an /rV! mora where /VI is epenthetic. Thus, the proportion of exceptions
11 Every fourteenth of the 286 back clippings in the MeD was selected, for atolal of20 gairaigo containing 114 moras and 92
syllables.
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apparently explicable by the three constraints in Table 5 differs little from what would be expected by
chance.
2.2. Fore-clipping
Fore-clipping is the opposite of back-clipping and is considerably less common. The final two (8/28,
29% of the fore-clipped forms in the MCD), three (12/28, 43%) or four moras (8/28, 28%) are retained,
never the fmal one and never the final five moras or more. Some examples are shown in (10).
(10)

Gel'. Arbeit
Du. vernis
Bng. plaiform
Bng. propeller
Bng. velveteen

arubaito
wanisu
puraQtohoomu
puropera
berobeQciN

>
>
>
>
>

baito
nisu
hoomu

pera
beQciN

'part-time job'
'varnish'
'railway platform'
'propeller'
'velveteen'

As with back-clipping, there is a robust correlation between the length of the gairaigo full form
and the length of its fore-clipping (correlation coefficient ~ 0.99). Those gab'aigo fore-clipped to 2~
possess full forms which have, on average, 4.0~; those fore-clipped to 3~, full forms with 5.3~; those
fore-clipped to 4~, 7.4~.
Table 6: Preferred syllable formations for fore-clippings
SYLLABLE

FORE-CLIPPING TYPE

FORMATION

TOTAL

As illustrated by the shaded cells in Table 6, 90% (25/28) of fore-clippings are bisyllabic: 88% of
100% of 3~ and 75% of 4~ fore-clippings. The preferred syllable formation for fore-clippings - a
marked predilection towards bisyllabicity - thus differs from that of back-clippings.
There are no claims in the literature regarding the juncture at which full forms are fore-clipped.
However, an analysis of the MCD shows that 69% (9/13) of full forms accented on the antepenultimate
mora are clipped to 3~, 100% (717) of full forms accented on the fourth mora from the end are clipped to
4~, and 80% (4/5) of unaccented full forms are clipped to 2~, There are no fore-clippings whose full
forms are accented on the fmal or penultimate mora, and only three accented further forward than the
fourth mora form the end. Thus the favoured clipping juncture for fore-clippings - prior to the accented
mora - mirrors that ofback-clippings.
2~,
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2.3. Mid-clipping
Mid-clipping is the rarest of the three types of mora clipping. Here, moras from anywhere in the full
form are clipped, typically including one or more word-final moras. Some examples are shown in (11).
(11)

Du. marfine
Eng. correspondence
Eng. instructor
Eng. transparency
Eng. entertainment

moruhine
korcsupoNdeNsu
iNsutorakutaa
toraNsupeareNsii
eNtaateeNmeNto

>
>
>
>
>

mohi
korepoN
iNtora
torapeN
eNtame

'morphine'
'correspondence'
,instructor'
'(ORP) trausparency'
'entertainment'

Although examples are few (only 20 in the MeD), here too there is a strong correlation between
the length of the gairaigo full form and the length nf its mid-clipping (correlation coefficient ~ 0.99),
Those gairaigo mid-clipped to 2~ possess full forms which have, on average, 5.3~; those mid-clipped to
3~, full forms with 6.5~; those mid-clipped to 4~, 8.0~.
Table 7: Preferred syllable formations for mid-clippings
SYLLABLE

MID-CLIPPING TYPE

FORMATION

aaa
Cia
acr
craa

aaaa
aaa
aa
aaacr
TOTAL

Table 7 shows the conspicuous variation appatent in the sylIable formation of mid-clippings: no
syllable formation is preferred. The small number of examples here makes any significant analysis
impossible.
3. Summary
Of the three mora clipping truncation processes, back-clipping is overwhelmingly favoured, although
why this should be the case remains unclear. Within back-clippings, buncation tn 2~ is slightly preferred,
although not to the extent of being the dominant pattern. While 3~ and 4~ back-clippings are also
common, 5~ back-clippings at'e extremely rate, while I~ and 6~+ back-clippings are illicit. Within the
much smaller number of fore-clippings, those with 31l are slightly preferred, although 21l aud 41l are
almost as frequent. As with back-clippings, fore-clippings consisting of III or 61l+ are illicit. Although
the small number of mid-clippings makes meaningful analysis difficult, 41l truncations are preferred
while, once again, III aud 61l+ forms are illicit.
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The majority of back-clippings favour syllable patterns which tend towards avoiding a final
heavy syllable. The same is not the case for fore-clippings, where the propensity is towards bisyllabicity.
Back-clippings whose full forms are accented on the first mora are typically clipped to 2~ if they
begin in a light syllable and 3~ ifthey begin in a heavy syllable; those whose full forms are accented on
the second mora are typically clipped to 2~. Back-clippings whose full forms are accented on the third,
.fomth or fifth are often clipped immediately before their accented mora, with many exceptions
accounted for by proposing consh'aints against back-clippings ending in an epenthetic vowel or an IrV!
mora. Fore-clippings follow a broadly similar pattern, with those full forms accented on the third or
fomth mora from the end overwhelmingly fore-clipped to 3~ and 4~, respectively.
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